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Foreword
Dear teachers,
In your hands is the Teacher's Manual for Entrepreneurship education in secondary
grammar schools. The Manual was created within the framework of the project "School of
Entrepreneurial Competitiveness on the Labor Market for Secondary Grammar School
Students" carried out during the 2013/2014 school year by I. gimnazija (First Grammar
School) in Zagreb. The project is co-financed by the European Union.
One of the main aims of this project is to give secondary grammar schools the possibility
to teach the elective subject Entrepreneurship. In order to make this possible, a subject
curriculum was developed, which resulted in the creation of the textbook. The textbook
is accompanied by the Teacher's Manual which should facilitate qualified preparation
and lesson planning in teaching the subject Entrepreneurship. The Manual is the work
of the same authors who wrote the textbook, so that it represents and complements the
textbook's logical sequences.
The Manual offers more content for a given topic than anticipated by the
Entrepreneurship subject curriculum. The reason for this is to allow teachers to adapt
subject topics to students' wishes and needs, as it is conceivable that some topics would
need to be addressed in more detail.
The bibliography for teachers and students is an integral part of the textbook, which is
where you can find it.

I. gimnazija' Project Team
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Chapter One
Entrepreneurial Spirit
as a Way of Thinking
and Acting

Entrepreneurial Spirit
as a Key Competence

example the three general forms of learning.
• Students can articulate why the entrepreneurial spirit is one of the eight key
competencies, and name and demonstrate by example the traits of an enterprising
individual.
• Students can assess how enterprising they have been in their work so far.
• Students can assess the level of development of their eight key competencies for
lifelong learning, and define goals that they want to achieve for each competence.

Necessary equipment
textbook, self-assessment tables from the textbook, A3 sheets of paper, color markers

ICT reference sources
• http://tinyurl.com/3xr5rh4
• http://www.cjelozivotno-ucenje.hr/
• http://tinyurl.com/ldatgnq

Time needed to cover lesson aims
three school periods

Teaching methods and strategies
open-ended questions, heuristic dialogue, discussion, independent research, group
problem solving, brainstorming, designing concept maps

Key issue

Key words

What are the traits of an enterprising individual, why is it important to have them, what is
'entrepreneurship' and 'entrepreneurial spirit,' and how do they differ from each other?

Learning goals
The main goal of the training is to introduce students to basic entrepreneurial
concepts, with particular stress on understanding the general process of creating and
implementing an entrepreneurial venture. The secondary goal is the discussion about
the importance of lifelong learning, and developing eight key competencies for lifelong
learning, with students' self-assessment of their current level of development of these
competencies, as well as of activities that can be done in order to better develop the
eight key competencies.

Learning outcomes
• Students can explain the general process of creating and implementing an
entrepreneurial venture.
• Students distinguish between the terms 'entrepreneurial spirit' and 'entrepreneurship,'
and can successfully list the differences between them.
• Students can factually support the importance of lifelong learning, name and describe
the eight key competencies for lifelong learning, and distinguish and substantiate by
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial spirit, entrepreneurial venture, lifelong learning, eight
key competencies in lifelong learning



Lesson procedures
First lesson
First step
Students read Steve Jobs' short text which is the introduction to the chapter
'Entrepreneurial Spirit as a Way of Thinking and Acting' (first chapter in the textbook),
followed by a discussion and interpretation of the text with the aim of realizing the
importance of free choice in selecting a path and profession in life. In pair work,
students then briefly interview each other about their plans for the future, desired
profession, job, salary, working hours, et al, after which each student presents in two to
three sentences the plans and wishes of their partner. (15 mins.)
Second step
Teacher starts a discussion about whether learning ends with leaving school. Talking to
students, teacher explains the importance of learning, and different forms of learning
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Third lesson

as tools for achieving wishes and goals in life. After that students read the section of
the textbook related to competencies and lifelong learning. The terms 'lifelong learning,'
'three forms of learning,' and 'eight key competencies' are introduced. (10 mins.)

First step
Teacher divides students into groups of up to 6, and instructs them to apply the diagram
of creation and implementation of an entrepreneurial venture from the textbook to
briefly outline a simple entrepreneurial venture. If students have no idea where to start
from, teacher can assign to each group a key word as stimulus for the topic of their
entrepreneurial venture, such as: shoes, foreign languages, smartphone applications,
special needs individuals, abandoned animals, media, etc. (10 mins.)

Third step
After familiarizing themselves with the eight key competencies, students divide into eight
groups. Each group will deal with one key competence by writing down on a piece of paper
within two minutes all activities they can think of that lead to optimal development of their
key competence. While students are writing down activities, teacher draws a table with eight
columns on the board. A representative of each group names the activities, students from
other groups contribute with their suggestions, and teacher fills out the table. At the end of
the activity there is a short review and analysis. (15 mins.)

Second step
Students work on the outline of their entrepreneurial venture in groups using A3 sheets
of paper and color markers. (15 mins.)

Fourth step

Third step

Teacher explains to students their project assignment as stated in the textbook.
Students need to visit the webpages of the European Union dedicated to lifelong
learning, and find out more information about each of the eight key competencies.
After that each student should create a key competencies map according to the table in
the textbook, and on the basis of that table do a self-assessment of their current level
of development of every given competence, and look for activities to join that would
develop each competence to an optimal level. (5 mins.)

Second lesson
First step
Students who wish to do so present their project assignment from the previous lesson –
a key competencies map. Presenting students' self-assessments also serves as revision of
key words and concepts from the previous lesson. (10 mins.)
Second step
Teacher elicits the term 'entrepreneurial spirit' from students, and students and teacher
work together on describing an enterprising individual. Each student estimates how
enterprising they have been so far using the appropriate table in the textbook. After this
the teacher elicits the presentation of results and discussion. (15 mins.)
Third step
Teacher refers to previous lesson's activity in which students presented their partner's
desired profession, and asks students to remind him/her who expressed the wish to
become an entrepreneur. Teacher talks to these students to learn their motives in becoming
entrepreneurs.

Each group selects a representative to present the outlined entrepreneurial venture to
others. A brief discussion with highlighted conclusions follows.
It is recommended that the teacher store the students' outlines so that during the school
year, as students get to know the elements of project design and management, they can
evaluate and correct, and possibly use them. (20 mins.)



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

Evaluation is done via revision tasks from the textbook, project assignment, selfassessment tables from the textbook, and group work on outlining an entrepreneurial
venture.

•
•
•
•

Look up the eight key competencies online.
Estimate how far you have developed the key competencies.
Assess your entrepreneurial spirit.
Who would be your role model for an enterprising individual? (Task no.5 in the
textbook).
• Create an outline of an entrepreneurial venture.

Through the conversation students and teacher list traits and qualities of entrepreneurs,
and teacher uses the opportunity to introduce and explain the terms 'entrepreneur,'
'entrepreneurial venture,' and 'entrepreneurship.' The important thing is to explain the
general process of creating and implementing an entrepreneurial venture according to the
diagram in the textbook. (20 mins.)
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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The Importance of the
Entrepreneur's Role

• Students can corroborate why entrepreneurs are considered agents of change, and list the
changes in society or on the market that entrepreneurs can bring about.
• Students can explain the term and importance of entrepreneurial flexibility and creativity,
and give a few examples of recent entrepreneurial ventures which have come about as a
result of entrepreneurial flexibility.

Necessary equipment
textbook, notebook, five laptops or smartphones

ICT reference sources
•
•
•
•
•

http://tinyurl.com/3y624wa
http://tinyurl.com/l2pha3s
http://tinyurl.com/kxdfs5p
http://www.poslovni.hr/poduzetnik
http://www.inkubator.info/

Time needed to cover lesson aims
two school periods

Teaching methods and strategies
open-ended questions, discussion and debate, heuristic dialogue, guided research, real life and
business situations simulation through role-play, presentations, and brainstorming

Key issue

Key words

What is the significance to an individual's life of choosing to launch an entrepreneurial
venture, and exchange the security of the employee for the freedom of the entrepreneur?

entrepreneur, employer, employee, reasons to embark on an entrepreneurial venture,
entrepreneurial flexibility

Learning goals
The main goal of this topic is to allow students to gain a wide perspective on what it
means to be an entrepreneur, on the advantages and disadvantages of this life choice, on
the problems that entrepreneurs face, and on their role in society and on the market.

Learning outcomes
• Students can articulate the importance of entrepreneurial learning, and explain the
widely held belief that entrepreneurs are made, not born.
• Students can define the term 'entrepreneur,' distinguish between original and proxy
entrepreneurs, list general traits of entrepreneurial life, and distinguish them from
employed life.
• Students can name and evaluate the main reasons for embarking on an
entrepreneurial venture.

|

Teacher's Manual

Lesson procedures
Pre-stage
It is suggested that the teacher find a successful entrepreneur in the local community willing
to visit the school and share their experiences with the students, all done in cooperation with
school management. Teacher will previously announce the topic and visit to the students, and
ask them to read the textbook text 'The Importance of the Entrepreneur's Role' and prepare
a set of questions for the visiting entrepreneur related to the contents of the topic in the
textbook.

First lesson - Meeting a successful entrepreneur
First step

• Students can evaluate some of the key conditions that benefit or harm the start or the
implementation of an entrepreneurial venture.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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The entrepreneur presents his/her life and business experience to students. In previous
agreement with the teacher, he/she should tell them about the beginnings of his/her
entrepreneurial venture and the problems encountered, daily activities, biggest problems at
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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work, whether he/she found it easier to be an employee or an employer, how changes
in society and on the market affect his/her business, what the working day of an
entrepreneur looks like, whether he/she ever regretted becoming an entrepreneur, et al.
(20 mins.)
Second step
This is followed by a discussion between students, entrepreneur, and teacher with a preprepared Q&A session and highlighted conclusions. (25 mins.)

Entrepreneurship and
Innovativeness

Second lesson
First step
Students reflect on their meeting with the entrepreneur, and teacher highlights some of
the key terms and concepts for revision by asking the students to clarify them: employer,
employee, entrepreneur, original entrepreneur, and proxy entrepreneur, motives for
starting an entrepreneurial venture, anti-entrepreneurial climate, and entrepreneurial
flexibility. (10 mins.)
Second step
Students divide into groups of five to six, and work on the project assignment from the
textbook. The aim is to articulate and demonstrate by example the term 'entrepreneurial
flexibility and creativity' in the context of new jobs/professions, and entrepreneurial
ventures that come about from a need to effect social and market change. The
assignment begins by analyzing the photo in the textbook associated with the job of
community manager. Working in groups, students should think about and research
future jobs online using laptops or smartphones. Each group needs to choose one future
job, and describe it. When a group decides on a job, they should inform the teacher of
it to make sure that each group is working on a different job. By using the roleplaying
method, students should imagine that they are a team in a company dealing with the
chosen future job, and must not reveal their job to other groups. When the setup time
runs out, each group presents who they are and what they do via associations. It is the
task of the other groups to guess who the presenters are, and what their future job is.
(35 mins.)



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

Evaluation is done via revision tasks from the textbook, and project assignment.

•
•
•
•

Look up examples of successful entrepreneurs online.
Create a case study of the most successful entrepreneurial ventures.
Research future jobs/professions.
Research positive and negative experiences of entrepreneurs implementing their
ventures.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Key issue
Why is innovativeness inseparable from entrepreneurship, and which techniques can be
used to arrive at an innovative entrepreneurial idea?

Learning goals
The main goal of this topic is to recognize the unbreakable bond between
entrepreneurial action and innovativeness, and learn about two famous techniques used
to design and elaborate an innovative idea which solves a problem – brainstorming, and
problem tree/goal tree method. The secondary goal is to design an innovative school
project which could improve the everyday work of the school.

Learning outcomes
• Students can explain the connection between innovativeness, inventions, and
progress, and illustrate this connection with several well-known examples.
• Students know where to find and can list some of the most famous Croatian and
world inventions.
• Students can define innovativeness as a quality, and explain the connection between
innovativeness and creativity.
• Students can explain the connection between innovativeness and entrepreneurial
venture.
• Students can articulate the importance of compliance with, and protection of
intellectual property.
• Students can define the brainstorming technique, and state its steps, as well as apply it
to come up with an innovative idea.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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• Students can describe the problem tree/goal tree method, and apply it in solving a
simpler and well-known problem.

Necessary equipment
textbook, notebook, laptop and projector equipment, smartphones A3 format papers,
markers, and several packets of post-it papers in different colors

ICT reference sources
• http://tinyurl.com/d8yt7z
• http:// www.epo.org.
• http:// www.genius-croatia.com

Second step
Teacher explains the connection between entrepreneurship and innovations, the
importance of innovativeness in entrepreneurship, innovativeness as a quality, and the
term 'invention. (5 mins.)
Third step

Time needed to cover lesson aims

The group who researched the Genius Croatia platform give a presentation about it.
Following a brief discussion after the presentation, teacher explains the connection
between entrepreneurship and innovativeness. (7,5 mins.)

four school periods

Fourth step

Teaching methods and strategies

The group who researched the patent creation process give a presentation about it. In
the ensuing discussion, teacher introduces the terms 'patent,' 'intellectual and industrial
property,' 'copyright,' and 'intellectual property theft.' (7,5 mins.)

open-ended questions, discussion and debate, research, solving problems using project
tools, heuristic dialogue, writing assignments (essays, case studies, seminar papers,
project outlines), presentation, brainstorming

Key words
innovativeness, creativity, innovations, progress, intellectual property, patent, thinking
outside of the box, brainstorming, problem tree/goal tree method



from the students, and records them on the board. In open class, students recall some
innovations that have changed everyday life, and then read about and evaluate the top
ten innovations of the last thirty years according to the American business magazine.
(10 mins.)

Fifth step
The group who prepared the case study about the intellectual and industrial property conflict
between Samsung and Apple present the results of their work. Following their presentation,
teacher initiates brief discussion of the following topic: Is there any difference between
copying and stealing intellectual and industrial property? (15 mins.)

Second lesson

Lesson procedures

First step

First lesson

Teacher choose a problem the school faces every day and uses it to explain to students
the problem tree/goal tree method. (10 mins.)

Pre-stage
During the preceding lesson, teacher forms three groups of three students, and tasks
them with creating three presentations for the next lesson.
The first group of students researches online the scandal between technological giants
Apple and Samsung due to intellectual property theft, and creates a brief case study.
The second group visits the webpages of the European Patent Office, and prepares a brief
presentation on the patent creation process.
The third group visits the webpages of the Genius Croatia platform, and presents
the role and purpose of this platform as well as some of the most recent Croatian
innovations published on it.
Web page locations are listed in the ICT reference sources section, and in the textbook.
First step
Teacher writes the term innovations on the board, elicits associations with this term
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Second step
Students divide into groups and apply the problem tree/goal tree method to articulate a
problem the school faces as well as to solve it via goal tree method. After the completion
of activities, each group has thirty seconds to present the problem and its solution using
the problem tree/goal tree diagram. (10 mins.)
Third step
Teacher briefly explains the brainstorming technique which can be used to arrive at
innovative ideas. Teacher then becomes moderator and moderates a brainstorming activity
whose goal is to recognize a new, different problem the school faces every day. Teacher can
give guidelines during the activity by introducing key words which might make it easier for
students to spot problems, such as: school maintenance, teacher/student relations, student
rights, teacher rights, school house rules, school equipment, et al. During the first stage of
the activity each student independently write down on post-it papers problems that they

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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have noticed, while in the second phase students present problems in groups, comment on
them, and evaluate them. The task for each group is to choose one problem for which they
would like to offer an innovative solution. (25 mins.)

Third lesson
First step
Based on problems chosen in the previous lesson, students work in the same groups as
before to apply the brainstorming technique to design a solution to their problem.
(20 mins.)
Second step
After this teacher invites students to determine the causes of their problems, and
illustrate them using the problem tree method, after which they have to turn the
problem tree into a goal tree, and check the adequacy of their innovative idea from the
first step via brainstorming. (10 mins.)
Third step
Students continue to develop a plan for solving their problems, and design innovative
activities. Teacher monitors the group work, and advises where necessary. The final aim
is to design a proposal for the school management and employees to improve everyday
work at the school. Teacher tasks students with creating presentations of up to 15
minutes in length to be presented to the school management. (15 mins.)

Fourth lesson
The lesson envisions the student' presentation of problems and their innovative
solutions. The teacher should invite the principal and representatives of the school
board, professional services, and teacher council to attend the lesson when students
will give their presentations. Several days beforehand the students need to e-mail their
presentations to the teacher to be checked for adequacy. Each group gets five minutes to
present their idea, followed by a discussion between participants.
Another option is for the teacher to organize a competition where the audience would
choose the most innovative idea.




Evaluation of learning outcomes
Evaluation is done via revision tasks from the textbook and project assignment,
especially based on group presentations, and the end result of creating an innovative
idea for the improvement of work at the school.

Everyday entrepreneurship
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe the life and works of Nikola Tesla.
Who are the most famous Croatian and world innovators?
What are some of the famous cases of intellectual and industrial property theft?
What is the Genius Croatia platform, and which are some Croatian innovations?
Create a case study for the Croatian innovation Teddy the Guardian.
Make an innovative suggestion for improving your school.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Chapter Two
Entrepreneur and the
Community

Socially Responsible
Entrepreneur (CSR)

• Students develop teamwork skills, tolerance, and acceptance of other people's
opinions.
• Students develop the skill of analyzing a documentary film as well as the skill of
supporting their opinion with arguments in a discussion.
• Students cultivate a sense of socially responsible behavior, and condemn human rights
violation, as well as failure of compliance to law and ecological norms.

Necessary equipment
computer with loudspeakers, projector, flipchart, 5 sets of markers (4 colors per set), 3
packets of post-it paper (minimum size 127 x 76 mm), 2 crepe-tapes 2 cm in width

ICT reference sources
•
•
•
•
•

http://tinyurl.com/6guo9kl
http://www.csreurope.org
http://dop.hgk.hr
http://tinyurl.com/oo2rawj
http://tinyurl.com/pxn89qf

Time needed to cover lesson aims
three school periods (the first two being a double period)

Teaching methods and strategies

Key issue

brainstorming, discussion, group work, pitch, presentation

Are we all responsible for the community, or just certain individuals?

Key words

Learning goals
The goal of this training is to familiarize students with the concept and principles
of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and corporate social entrepreneurs, human
rights/labor rights protection in business, and fair business relations with all relevant
stakeholders (employees, customers, community); with the concept and process of
development and implementation of a corporate volunteering strategy, the concept and
practice of sustainable business and environment protection; with work integration
processes for marginalized groups, care for the welfare of the community, philanthropy,
and the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) model, or social impact assessment; and with the
development and practice of CSR in Croatia.

corporate social responsibility, sustainable development



Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step
Lead-in with students briefly mapping words related to corporate social responsibility
via brainstorming on whiteboard. (5 mins.)
Second step

Learning outcomes
• Students can distinguish between a corporate social and a non-corporate social
entrepreneur.
• Students can design a CSR development strategy for an individual organization.
• Students understand the principles of corporate social responsibility and are able to implement
them in business; they also understand the importance of corporate social responsibility
implementation in the context of today's economic, social, and ecological crisis.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Teacher presents the context of today's economic practices, and the development
of corporate social responsibility by showing a short film about corporate social
responsibility and sustainable development made by the ODRAZ association (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVuHlbgxOrg). Students need to be told to note down on
a piece of paper the key characteristics of sustainable development and CSR so they can
participate in the discussion later. (10 mins.)

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Third step
Teacher-led open class discussion. Suggested questions:



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

• Is CSR an imperative in the business world?
• How important is CSR in the public/private nonprofit sector?
• Who is responsible for the implementation of CSR, and why: government and state
institutions, business sector, citizens, media, civil society organizations, unions,
others?
(10 mins.)
Fourth step
Group work on a case study. Students need to identify the key principles, segments, and
areas of corporate social responsibility. Students need to be divided into groups of up to
five students. Upon completion of the group work each group presents its results and
summarizes the topic. (20 mins.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is CSR?
What is the internal, and what is the external dimension of CSR?
What is the Triple Bottom Line model?
Which international norm certifies the system of corporate social responsibility?
To what aim is CSR most commonly used as a business concept in Croatian business
practice?

• Make an analysis of 'Reports on the social responsibility of Croatian corporate social
business organizations' available online using the external and internal dimensions
of CSR matrix. Identify the weakest areas of assessment and reporting, and define
guidelines for improving said practice.

Third lesson
First step
Presentation of CSR history and current practices in Croatia.
(15 mins.)
Second step
This step envisions a teacher-led open class discussion. Suggested questions:
• Is CSR more present in Croatian or foreign organizations doing business in Croatia?
Why is it so?
• To what aim is CSR most commonly used as a business concept in Croatian business
practice? CSR vs. marketing/promotion/public relations. Which segment/principle of
CSR is most ignored by Croatian organizations?
(10 mins.)
Third step
Teacher presents elements/segments of CSR: labor and labor rights, corporate
volunteering, environment protection, work integration of marginalized groups,
philanthropy and care for the community, Triple Bottom Line model, and social impact
assessment. (15 mins.)
Fourth step
Short presentation - topic wrap up (5 mins.)
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Social Entrepreneurship

Necessary equipment
computer with speakers, overhead projector, flipchart, 5 sets of markers (4 colors per
set), 3 packages of large post-it papers (minimum size 127 x 76 mm), 2 crepe-tapes 2 cm
in width

ICT reference sources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://tinyurl.com/bn5lw5v
http://tinyurl.com/d4rzw4k
https://www.ashoka.org
http://www.schwabfound.org
http://www.skollfoundation.org
http://tinyurl.com/k8365fh
http://www.pomakonline.com

Time needed to cover lesson aims
two school periods (double period)

Student interactions
individual work, work in non-homogenous groups

Key issue

Teaching methods and strategies

Is social entrepreneurship a sustainable model of solving societal and environmental
problems/needs in local communities?

presentations, case studies, open class discussions, debate, situation simulation

Key words

Learning goals
The goal of this training is to familiarize students with the concept and developmental
context of social economy and social entrepreneurship; with running a business aimed
at solving social, environmental and economic problems; with the development of social
economy and social entrepreneurship in the European Union, Croatia, and the rest of
the region; with the development of legislation and an institutional framework for the
activities of social entrepreneurs in the European Union, Croatia, and the rest of the
region; with social innovations and support organizations, as well as examples of social
entrepreneurs in Croatia and abroad.

Learning outcomes
• Students are able to tell the difference between an entrepreneur and a social
entrepreneur, and between corporate social responsibility and social entrepreneurship.
• Students have acquired the experience of teamwork, documentary film analysis, and
argument-based discussion.
• Students understand the development context of social entrepreneurship in the
European Union and in Croatia, and have sufficient knowledge to identify and
evaluate social entrepreneurs on the basis of globally accepted criteria.
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social economy, social entrepreneurship, social entrepreneur, Triple Bottom Line model



Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step
Presentation of the context and concept of social entrepreneurship. (10 mins.)
Second step
Students define the differences and criteria between a classic entrepreneur and a social
entrepreneur. Teacher divides the students into small groups (up to 5 students) and
gives them instructions. Each group will present the results of their work as a basis for
open class discussion. (25 mins.)
Third step
Presentation – topic wrap up and 3-minute video about social entrepreneurship
(http://tinyurl.com/op2ygu8) (10 mins.)
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Fourth step
Presentation of the context, concept, and practice of developing social economy and
social entrepreneurship in the European Union – research articles, legislation and
institutional framework in some European countries, European strategies of social
economy and social entrepreneurship development, key stakeholders, legislation and the
institutional and funding framework for social entrepreneurs in Croatia. (25 mins.)

Business Ethics

Fifth step
Presentation of circa two dozen examples of good social entrepreneurship practice in the
European Union and Croatia. (20 mins.)





Evaluation of learning outcomes
1. What are the basic difference between corporate social responsibility and social
entrepreneurship?
2. Is there a strategic document in Croatia for the development of social
entrepreneurship?
3. Can associations in Croatia act as social enterprise organizations?
4. How many financial cooperatives are active in Europe?
5. What is CEDRA.HR?

Everyday entrepreneurship
• Identify and analyze two examples of good practice in each country member of
the European Union. For each example examine the possibility of replication and
localization of that social entrepreneurship venture in Croatia. Choose the most
applicable venture, put together a team of at least three other fellow students, and
create a business model/business plan for this ventureokupite bar troje kolega i
razradite poslovni model/poslovni plan pothvata.

Key issue
Is business ethics a luxury or a business imperative?

Learning goals
The goal of this training is to familiarize students with the theory and practice of
business ethics in Croatia and abroad. Stress is placed on understanding and accepting
ethical principles in business, and implementing them at the workplace.

Learning outcomes
• Students recognize the importance of business ethics in modern economy, and
understand the relation between principles of corporate social responsibility and
entrepreneur's business ethics.
• Students can run simulated business processes in accordance with ethical rules and
standards of the organization.
• Students are familiar with and know how to apply ethical principles and make ethical
decisions in business.

Necessary equipment
computer and overhead projector, flipchart, 5 sets of markers (4 colors per set), 2 crepetapes 2 cm in width, tables and chairs

ICT reference sources
• http://business-ethics.com
• http://tinyurl.com/38tv2kb
• http://business-ethics.org
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Time needed to cover lesson aims

Sedmi korak

two school periods (double period)

Teacher explains to students the external and internal factors of business ethics, and
what an ethical decision-making process is, followed by a discussion. (10 mins.)

Student interactions
individual work, work in non-homogenous groups

Teaching methods and strategies



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

presentations, case studies, open class discussions, debate, situation simulation

Key words
ethics, principles of responsible business, corporate social entrepreneur



Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step
Teacher presents the developmental context of business ethics – historical overview, and
business ethics in global and Croatian business practice. (10 mins.)
Second step
Students have an open class discussion about the most frequent misconceptions
regarding business ethics. (10 mins.)
Third step

1. Explain what business ethics is, and why it is important.
2. What are the three basic principles of business ethics? Give examples of adherence
and examples of failure to comply with these principles in practice.
3. What is a governance statement, and what is an ethical code? How can they affect a
company's business?
4. Name at least two factors which influence business ethics.

• You are the manager of a big printing office whose entire production is based on
cheap and environmentally unfriendly materials so that profits can be maximized.
In accordance with trends and as a member of the Croatian Chamber of Commerce
(HGK), the printing office has just adopted an ethical business code. According to it,
products should be produced and offered to customers in a socially and ecologically
responsible way. The development, production, distribution, and consumption of
products and services are not allowed to have a harmful effect on the social and
natural environment. Describe the changes that need to be done in the production
processes and in the relationship with suppliers, customers and employees of the
organization.

Group work - CSR (Triple Bottom Line) vs. business ethics – principles – differences.
Students are divided into small groups (5 students max) and are given instructions.
Groups present their work, followed by a Q&A session (discussion). (10 mins.)
Fourth step
Students debate on the topic Friedman vs. Freeman.
Teacher divides students into two groups. One group represents Friedman's attitude:
A manager has only one duty – to maximize profits. They have no obligation to respect
ethical norms, but only to conform to legislation, the other Freeman's: Managers are not
only responsible to shareholders, but to the local community as well, to suppliers, buyers and
company employees. (25 mins.)
Fifth step
Teacher gives presentation on universal ethical principles, and different ethical codes
(e.g. the Croatian Chamber of Commerce's code). (10 mins.)
Sixth step
Students work in groups on creating a good governance statement (case study). Each
group presents their work. (15 mins.)
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Chapter Three
From Idea to Project

Entrepreneurial Idea

Necessary equipment
školska bijela ploča (engl. whiteboard), računalo s pristupom internetu, bijeli papir
(veličina A3 od hamer papira), flomasteri u više boja

ICT reference sources
• Entrepreneurship Education. A Guide for Educators. European Commission. http://
tinyurl.com/oowdbwg
• Launch Your Next Idea Before It's Ready. Harward Business Review. http://tinyurl.
com/ppldnp6
• Haren, F. The idea book. http://tinyurl.com/ne8t55m

Time needed to cover lesson aims
1 school period

Teaching methods and strategies
explanation – theoretical and practical conclusion, brainstorming, e-learning, Q&A,
discussion

Key words
idea, entrepreneurial idea, creativity, innovativeness, pitch

Key issue
How to recognize whether an entrepreneurial idea is profitable as well as beneficial to
society?

Learning goals

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to recognize the difference between creativity and
innovativeness, and elaborate on how innovativeness influences entrepreneurship.
• Students will be able to describe techniques of coming up with entrepreneurial ideas,
and give examples for each.
• Students will be able to identify the appropriate technique for coming up with an
entrepreneurial idea.
• Students will explore techniques and ways of implementing their ideas.
• Students will be able to demonstrate (pitch) their idea in a concise manner.
• Students will develop teamwork skills.
• Students will develop the attitude that their ideas have potential value, and share
them with others.
• Students will know how to compare the economic and social benefits of an
entrepreneurial idea.
|
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Lesson procedure
First step
Teacher gives students examples of successful entrepreneurs' and/or innovators'
techniques of coming up with entrepreneurial ideas, and stresses the significance of
creativity and innovativeness as entrepreneurial traits. A recommended activity is
brainstorming with students on the subject of techniques of arriving at entrepreneurial
ideas, and giving examples of each. (10 mins.)

The goal of this education is to train students to be able to identify and pitch their
entrepreneurial idea as well as stress its economic and social benefits.
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Second step
Teacher divides students into groups of five to seven, and tasks them with briefly
identifying an entrepreneurial idea in relation to the six key questions that are answered
during a pitch. Each group should design an idea to pitch, and single out its most
important determinants. Teacher eventually shows the students a YouTube video on the
subject of pitching. (20 mins.)
Third step
Students pitch. (10 mins.)
Fourth step
Evaluation of the students' and/or teacher's pitches. (5 mins.)
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Basics of Entrepreneurial
Planning

Evaluation of learning outcomes
1. Why have many innovations been created out of mistakes?
2. Find an entrepreneurial idea (you own or somebody else's) and improve it by
answering the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•



What is the product or service I am pitching?
Who is the owner of the idea?
When will it be implemented?
How will it be implemented?
Where will it be implemented?
How much does the product or service cost?

Everyday entrepreneurship
• Students can organize a school fair, school talent show, fashion show, school sports
competition; start a training business, or a Facebook group for the school on the
subject of the entrepreneurial idea.

Key issue
Why is entrepreneurial planning important, and what should it consist of for a
successful business?

Learning goals
The goal of this training is to enable students to articulate the positive and negative
aspects of business planning.

Learning outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

Students will know why a business plan is necessary.
Students will know the basic elements of a business plan.
Students will be able to create a business plan.
Students will be able to analyze the market opportunities of a business plan.
Students will acquire the skills of discussion supported by arguments, tolerance, and
acceptance of different opinions.
• Students will be ready to initiate actions and accept reasonable risks.
• Students will be able to independently argue the pros and cons of a business plan.

Necessary equipment
whiteboard, computer with Internet access, overhead projector, A4 or A3 size paper,
color markers or crayons
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ICT reference sources
• Modularni kurikul poslovanja vježbovnih tvrtki. Student and teacher Manual.
http://tinyurl.com/lyolsrg
• Entrepreneurship Education. A Guide for Educators. European Commission.
http://tinyurl.com/oowdbwg
• Usher, M. i dr. Pitting intuitive and analytical thinking against each other. The case of
transitivity. http://tinyurl.com/nankd89
• Do You Really Need a Business Plan?. Entreprenur. http://tinyurl.com/cc5dwgs



one school period

Teaching methods and strategies





Lesson procedure

Introductory data about the company
Reasons to invest
Key factors of possible risks
Description of activities
Organization and management
Market overview
Market competition
Business strategy

2. Name three arguments for, and three arguments against writing a business plan.
3. You must have noticed in your environment people who rely on their instincts at
work. What are the common traits of such people?

explanation – theoretical and practical conclusion, mental mapping, e-learning, debate,
presentation, Q&A

planning, mission, vision, business plan, instinct

1. Create a mental map of the business plan for your own idea containing the following
elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Time needed to cover lesson aims

Key words

Evaluation of learning outcomes

Everyday entrepreneurship
• Students can organize a school fair, school talent show, fashion show, school sports
competition; or start a training business.

First step
Teacher instructs the students to find online a few examples of business plans, and
starts a discussion on the subject. (10 mins.)
Second step
Based on the structures found online, teacher tells students to create a mental map of
a business plan. A business plan can be operational or financial, with each type having
subdivisions. (15 mins.)
Third step
Teacher organizes a debate on the following subject: Should you write a business plan.
Students are divided into two groups: one group finds arguments for writing a business
plan, the other finds arguments against it. Students have 10 minutes to prepare in their
groups after which the groups present their arguments. (20 mins.)
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Project Design

• Modularni kurikulum poslovanja vježbovnih tvrtki. Student and teacher Manual.
http://tinyurl.com/lyolsrg
• Entrepreneurship Education. A Guide for Educators. European Commission. http://
tinyurl.com/oowdbwg
• Project Cycle Management Guidelines. European Commission. http://tinyurl.
com/6r4rww

Time needed to cover lesson aims
one school period

Teaching methods and strategies
explanation, e-learning, presentation, Q&A, theoretical and practical conclusions



Key words
projekt, logička matrica, radni paketi, troškovnik

Lesson procedure

Key issue

First step

What are the key elements of project design?

Teacher draws a problem tree on the left side of the board, and instructs students to
brainstorm key problems as well as problems arising from these. This will be written into
the problem tree. Then a mirror image of the goal tree will be drawn on the right side
of the board, and goals will be written into it (the goal should be written in the position
exactly corresponding to the problem on the left). (15 mins.)

Learning goals
The goal of this education is to train students to be able to design a project
independently or in a group.

Learning outcomes
• Students will know the contents and goal of a project.
• Students will be able to define the logical matrix, work packages, and budget of a
project.
• Students will be able to design a project on the basis of human resources, time, and
money.
• Students will be able to determine the strategy and work packages for the project.
• Students will develop critical thinking skills by connecting events in a cause/effect
sequence.
• Students will develop ICT skills, science literacy, and independent work skills.
• Students will develop the attitude that they are capable of planning and implementing
a project.
• Students will be able to define the risks, and assess the successfulness of a project.

Necessary equipment
whiteboard, computer with Internet access, overhead projector, ball

Second step
Teacher explains the terms logical matrix, work packages, and budget. Teacher opens the
logical matrix in the prepared presentation and lets the students fill it out (includes work
packages and budget. (20 mins.)
Third step
Teacher hands a student a ball or a paper mashed into a ball. Throwing the ball with their
eyes closed, the student will determine three other students who will present their work
from the preceding step. (10 mins.)

ICT reference sources
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

Project Management
as a Business Tool

1. Strategy matters in project planning. What are the characteristics of a strategy
focused on quality, and of a strategy focused on quantity?
2. Students can plan a school event based on questions from the logical matrix.
3. Students can create a budget for the same idea.

Each student can implement one of the following projects:
• organizing a seaside holiday for the family
• organizing a birthday party.
Working individually or in groups, students can implement the following projects:
• organizing a fashion show
• organizing a school sports competition.

Key issue
Why is project management the key to successful business?

Learning goals
The goal of this education is to train students to be able to independently articulate,
orally and in writing, the key elements of project management.

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to prepare to manage a project team.
• Students will be familiar with the steps in implementing a project in the context of
human resources, budget, and time.
• Students will be able to set team activities and assess risk.
• Students will be able to handle the main project tasks and assume responsibility, and
they will develop the skill of roleplaying.
• Students will be able to manage a project.
• Students will realize the importance of teamwork and good planning for a project's
success.
• Students will be able to identify with roles and jobs they have no inclination for but
which will be assigned to them as part of teamwork. In this way, they will develop
tolerance, appreciate creativity and innovativeness, and denounce bigotry, intolerance,
and imposition of opinion without democratic processes.
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Necessary equipment
whiteboard, flipchart and markers, computer with Internet access



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

ICT reference sources
• Modularni kurikulum poslovanja vježbovnih tvrtki. Student and Teacher Manual.
http://tinyurl.com/lyolsrg
• Entrepreneurship Education. A Guide for Educators. European Commission. http://
tinyurl.com/oowdbwg
• Project Cycle Management Guidelines. European Commission. http://tinyurl.
com/6r4rww

Time needed to cover lesson aims
one school period

1.
2.
3.
4.

Graphically display the life cycle of a project.
Name and articulate 3 basic project resources.
Explain why human resources management is the key to project success.
Name the key skills of a project manager, and state the similarities and differences
between project managers in the construction sector, and in the education sector.

• Students can design a family shopping trip project based on the three basic project
resources.
• Students can organize a school trip; they can assign a project manager, financial
manager, and project assistant.

Teaching methods and strategies
explanation, e-learning, presentation, role-play, discussion, theoretical and practical
conclusions

Key words
management, project life cycle, project management, human resources management,
project time management, project costs supervision



Lesson procedure
First step
Teacher briefly explains the essence of management, and the role of project manager.
(5 mins.)
Second step
This stage envisions the simulation of the project that was defined in the previous lesson
(a new idea may be introduced, depending on the students' reaction). A project manager,
assistants, financial manager, and other stakeholders need to be defined, who will enact
a small show, e.g. 'a day in a project office,' or 'field project.' It is important to allow
students to run the process; teacher is in the position of trainer. (40 mins.)
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Chapter Four
From Project to
Company

The Company

Necessary equipment
tables arranged as "islands" (for students to divide into groups of 4-6), laptop with
Internet access, overhead projector, flipchart, poster papers, color markers, poster glue
(scotch-tape or crepe-paper), scissors

ICT reference sources
Students will independently research (in pair or group work during the lesson):
a) conditions for founding a craft business or company according to Croatian law
(www.narodne.novine.hr)
b) webpage www.hitro.hr to check for instructions provided to entrepreneurs on how
to found a legal entity.

Time needed to cover lesson aims
three school periods (the first two being a double period)

Teaching methods and strategies
Key issue

presentation, discussion, ERR, creating a flow chart, demonstration (via computer),
writing skills

Can entrepreneurs be successful at their jobs if they do not adapt to their environment,
and create professional business documentation?

Student interactions

Learning goals

individual work, group work, pair work, frontal instruction

The goal of this education is to train students to be able to show the significance of
lawful entrepreneurial action and accepting proactivity as a lifestyle.

Key words
needs, organization, legal entity, firm, craft business, company, association of partners,
association of venture capital, company environment, business documentation

Learning outcomes
• Students will recall and revise what entrepreneurship is, and its role in satisfying
human needs as well as in economic development; they will be able to explain the
terms legal entity and company, types of legal entities, and identify and comment on
types of companies.
• Students will know which steps to take to found a company, will be able to identify
and connect the elements of a business organization's environment, and to explain
documentation flow, as well as to draw up and analyze a documentation flow diagram.
• Students will develop a culture of community and successful communication, and
consumer habits according to priority needs and purchasing power (encouraging
economizing instead of unnecessary spending).
• Students will develop accuracy and clarity in shaping thoughts (in written and oral
communication), as well as timeliness and purposefulness of providing information.
• By using computers, students will develop IT skills, and information gathering,
categorizing, analysis, and presentation skills.
• Students will accept community and mutual assistance with the aim of improving
quality of life, proactivity/entrepreneurial mindset as a lifestyle (solving problems in
everyday life), and assume a proactive role in society
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step
Students divide into groups of 4-6 and are reminded (via presentation and discussion)
of the term entrepreneurship, and of the role of entrepreneurship in satisfying human
needs and in economic development. Teacher announces the topic. (15 mins.)
Second step
Teacher initiates discussion about lawful entrepreneurial action with a view to
achieving a business idea and making a profit on the market, explains the concept of an
organization and its elements, the term company (with examples), and the concepts of
legal entity and natural person. Presentation, discussion, and ERR methods will be used.
(20 mins.)
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Third step

Fourth step

Working in pairs or groups, students research the website www.hitro.hr and the steps to
founding a business organization. On the website of the Official Gazette www.narodne.
novine.hr students research the applicable Companies Act and Crafts Act. They will
prepare basic information to be presented to others. (20 mins.)

Through a discussion, teacher elicits the conclusion about how much written and oral
communication can affect a company's business success. For homework, students will
design a sample inquiry and offer. (10 mins.)

Fourth step



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

Each group/pair presents the collected information to other students; teacher
supplements information as necessary. (10 mins.)

Design a sample inquiry and offer from a company supplying or selling equipment et al.
from the point of view of the entrepreneur buyer and entrepreneur seller.

Fifth step
Teacher explains the term 'business organization structure. (5 mins.)
Sixth step
Students have to determine the elements of a business organization's environment
by listing examples, such as rules and regulations, social and economic relations, ways
of using know-how, education system, the influence of tradition on lifestyle, etc. They
will then group all elements under law, politics, society, and economy and technology.
Discussion and ERR techniques will be used. (10 mins.)

• Students will research which commercial banks operate in their neighborhood, and
which services they offer to entrepreneurs. They will find characteristic products and
spot differences in offer; they will study the offers from different banks to find the
same services, compare and analyze them, and select the most affordable ones (e.g.
account charging et al.).

Seventh step
Teacher elicits from students the conclusion that the way a company does business
affects society, but that the company must also adapt to all elements in its environment.
Homework is set for students to assemble notes from the current lesson (working in
groups or pairs). (10 mins.)

Third lesson
First step
Students fill out a revision worksheet (attached; worksheet contains correct terms in
bold). Students divide into groups of 4-6 while the teacher announces the topic.
(10 mins.)
Second step
Teacher initiates discussion about company's activities in its environment and the way
a company communicates with its environment, touching also on the importance of
neatness, accuracy, and using standard language in written and oral communication, and
how all of this affects company image. (10 mins.)
Third step
Teacher prepares a handout containing explanations for certain documents used in
business transactions with other business organizations (inquiry, offer, purchase order,
dispatch, warehouse receipt, invoice, payment order). Students study the handout in
order to be able to do the next activity: drawing a documentation flow chart in business
communication. Students present their work, and teacher explains and supplements
their presentations if necessary. (15 mins.)
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Entrepreneur's
Management Skills in a
Company

Necessary equipment
tables arranged as "islands" (for students to divide into groups of 4-6), laptop with
Internet access, overhead projector, flipchart, poster papers, color markers, poster glue
(scotch-tape or crepe-paper), scissors, board and color chalk

ICT reference sources
• www.menager.hr
• http://www.socialent.org/
• www.enterprise-europa-network.org

Time needed to cover lesson aims
two school periods

Teaching methods and strategies
presentation, discussion, ERR, poster design, documentation method

Student interactions
individual work, group work, pair work, frontal instruction

Key words
Key issue

management, process functions, management skills, company at the turning point,
management levels

How can entrepreneurial management skills be a useful tool for efficient business
activities?



Learning goals
The goal of this education is to train students to be able to connect management skills
with the level of responsibility on certain management levels in the company.

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to explain the purpose of the management process on a specific
entrepreneurial activity, and explain the process functions of managers, identify
managerial skills, powers, responsibilities, and activities related to each management
level, and connect management levels to corresponding functions and skills.
• Students will develop independence in their work and confidence in presenting their
own observations, tact, tolerance, and critical thinking, precision and accuracy in
shaping their thoughts (in written and oral communication), as well as timeliness and
purposefulness in providing information.
• Students will develop the habit of using available resources rationally, and assuming
responsibility in the process of fulfilling everyday obligations.

Lesson procedures
First lesson
First step
Students divide into groups of 4 to 6, and are invited to think about how they coordinate
their learning activities with the aim of achieving a certain level of success at school.
Based on their presentations, students will reach a common conclusion about their
activity coordination process (management process), and its essence. Teacher then
announces the lesson topic: Managerial functions and skills in a company.
(15 mins.)
Second step
Teacher asks students to remember the dynamics of elements in a company's
environment, and gives concrete examples (e.g. from newspaper articles) to initiate a
discussion about ways in which entrepreneurs can use changes in their environment.
(5 mins.)
Third step
Teacher explains that entrepreneurs should strive for standardization and order in their
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Fifth step

work, and implement corresponding managerial process functions; he/she also explain
the interdependence of knowledge, skills, and desire, and their importance in achieving
goals. Teacher names and explains managerial skills. (8 mins.)

Students present their solutions based on the created posters. (15 mins.)
Sixth step

Fourth step

Students answer the following question: Which management skills are most frequent on
given management levels, which leads them to the conclusion that entrepreneurs with
management skills can do efficient business (students write their notes on the board).
(7 mins.)

Working in groups, students fill out the handout containing specific skills, and estimate
which types of skills are at stake: technical, social, or conceptual. Students split into
pairs within their groups, assess, and then swap their conclusions with other pairs in the
group. (5 mins.)
Fifth step
Students present their solutions. (5 mins.)
Sixth step
Students fill out a worksheet. (Teacher created a worksheet with two columns, one
listing process functions, the other managerial functions. Students need to connect
them.) Based on their worksheets, students corroborate their solutions, and answer
the following question: Which managerial functions are useful in implementing certain
process functions, and ultimately in efficient entrepreneurial activities? Thus students
reach a tangible conclusion. (7 mins.)

Second lesson
First step
Students answer questions in open class in order to revise what they have learned about
management. Students state and explain entrepreneurial management skills. Teacher
then announces the topic Management Skills in a Company at the Turning Point as well
as the aim of the lesson. (5 mins.)
Second step
Teacher establishes criteria for distinguishing the basic differences between a small-sized
and large company, i.e. a company at the turning point; these are: management, decision
making process, management range (width, depth), and focus on communication.
(5 mins.)



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

1. What are process functions? How are they connected to managerial functions?
2. What are the basic management levels? To which managerial functions are they
connected?
3. Name and describe managerial functions in a company at the turning point

• Research an example of a real-life successful manager: describe their functions, skills,
activities, powers, and responsibilities.
• Imagine yourself in the role of an entrepreneur who continually implements process
functions, and uses questions such as: Given that there have been certain deviations,
which corrective procedure should we apply? Which goals should be set for next year
in certain departments? Which responsibility lies with each department manager in
light of the recent crisis? In what way can we achieve an atmosphere of mutual trust?
Which seminars should our employees in the production department attend? Think
and conclude: which of the previous questions would you use in the implementation
of which specific process functions?
• Razmislite i zaključite: za provedbu kojih biste konkretnih procesnih funkcija koristili
prethodno navedena pitanja.

Third step
Teacher explains that a company at the turning point typically separates the ownership
from the managerial function, and has a deep hierarchical structure, which implies
several management levels. The three levels of management need to be explained to
students. (8 mins.)
Fourth step
Students have three tasks to do. First task: determine powers, responsibilities, and
activities for each management level; second task: determine the degree to which each
management level spends time on certain process functions; and third task: connect
certain management skills with corresponding management levels. (5 mins.)
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Teamwork Skills

Necessary equipment
tables arranged as "islands" (for students to divide into groups of 4-6), laptop with Internet
access, overhead projector, flipchart, poster papers, color markers, poster glue (scotch-tape
or crepe-paper), scissors; it is possible to bring to class examples of successful/unsuccessful
teamwork (e.g. in sports) from the newspapers, and give them to the students to read

ICT reference sources
• http://tinyurl.com/oje8wgb

Time needed to cover lesson aims
two school periods (double period)

Teaching methods and strategies
presentation, discussion, ERR, poster design, demonstration, documentation method,
mental mapping

Student interactions

Key issue

individual work, group work, pair work, frontal instruction

Can the differences in personality (differences in character) among a business
organization's employees inspire the development of co-worker relations and a sense of
community?

Key words
human resources, work atmosphere, tact and feedback, teamwork

Learning goals
The goal of this education is to train students to be able to illustrate the characteristics
and advantages of teamwork, and its significance in business success.

Learning outcomes



Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step

• Students will be able to explain team roles/members and the contribution of teams
to organizational success, to analyze and comment on their own teamwork traits/
affinities, to explain the significance of human resources and communication as one
of the management skills in the company, and to give examples which illustrate the
influence of emotions on human behavior.
• Students will be able to identify the characteristics of teamwork as well as the
behavior of a successful team member, and to explain team roles/members and the
contribution of teams to organizational success.
• Students will improve the way they communicate and give feedback, and by working
in groups they will develop tact, tolerance, and critical thinking, as well as co-worker
relations with a view to preparing for successful teamwork, and they will be able to
analyze their own teamwork traits/affinities.
• By working in groups students will embrace diversity as the wealth of society, and
encourage community and mutual help with the aim of achieving goals. By completing
their tasks, students will be encouraged to be ethical, reliable, persistent, and accepting
of lifelong learning.
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Students divide into groups of 4 to 6 while teacher announces the topic and reminds them
via presentation and discussion of the term 'human resources,' addressed in more detail in
the topic on management skills. (10 mins.)
Second step
Teacher initiates discussion about the influence of emotions on human behavior by
asking the following question: Can we recognize the state somebody is in (positive or
negative mood, and possible reactions to certain situations)? What are the characteristics
of destructive and constructive behavior? What kind of work atmosphere inspires
cooperation, togetherness, and open communication (with a high level of tact and
feedback)? (15 mins.)
Third step
Students work in groups to create posters: they will design a specific situation in which
employees in a work environment behave constructively and destructively, and present it
to the others. It is possible to use examples from newspapers. (20 mins.)
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Fourth step
Teacher synthesizes the presentations, and uses them to explain the term 'team'.
(5 mins.)
Fifth step
Teacher elicits from the students the explanation of the term 'team' and the optimal
number of team members, the explanation of a successful team member's behavior,
team and work group characteristics, teamwork characteristics, and the term 'team
building'. (20 mins.)

Free Market Activities
in Market Economy
Conditions

Sixth step
Teacher elicits from the students the conclusion that teamwork affects innovations and
the continued development of human resources, and initiates a discussion about a key
question: Can the differences in personality (differences in character) among a business
organization's employees inspire the development of co-worker relations and a sense
of community? Answers are written on the board or flipchart. At this stage, discussion,
ERR technique, and documentation method are used. (10 mins.)
Sedmi korak
Students prepare mental maps about teamwork individually, on the basis of answers
written in the previous step: teamwork characteristics, and how they can be encouraged
in a work environment; they will determine which of the stated facts could be more
important and less important in their opinion, and they will answer the key question
on the basis of notes on the board. 2-3 students read their answers. Documentation
method, mental mapping, and presentation are used at this stage. (10 mins.)




Key issue

Evaluation of learning outcomes

How does the free market work in a market economy?

1. What are the characteristics of teamwork?
2. Explain how the quality of teamwork influences the company's overall activities

Learning goals

Everyday entrepreneurship
• Working in pairs, and using available resources on management and teamwork,
students will find the division of team roles according to different authors, and read
about their characteristics; they will create a list of personal characteristics, and
compare it with the characteristics of given team roles (as per resources). They will talk
to other students about the analysis of their characteristics which could contribute
to the development of teamwork. In the media, they will find examples of successful
teams, and try to determine which role each team member has (as per divisions stated
in resources on management).
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The goal of this education is to train students to be able to explain how characteristic
types of markets work according to the law of supply and demand in market economy
conditions.

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to describe how a free market in a market economy works, and
single out the advantages and disadvantages of the free market in market economy;
they will understand supply and demand relations as well as their influence on setting
prices; they will be able to explain the workings of the law of supply and demand, and
explain market equilibrium; and they will be able to distinguish between different
types of markets in market economy conditions.
• Students will develop the ability to make conclusions about the workings of
competition and monopoly on the free market; they will be able to graphically
illustrate market equilibrium, and thus develop their science literacy as well as graphic
display and interpretation skills.
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• Students will acquire the attitude about the importance of free market workings and
competition for successful market economy activities; the will develop the habit of
monitoring market trends and competition contests, and through group work they
will develop tolerance.

Third step

Necessary equipment

Students divide into groups of up to 5 students and agree on group representatives.
Teacher instructs the students according to the following rules:

Entrepreneurship textbook and worksheets for group work, board and color chalk,
writing and drawing equipment

• Each student receives a worksheet with one of the following tasks:

Students read the story Franka and Ana's Hair Antics individually. (5 mins.)
Fourth step

1. Explain why Franka's business was active in a competitive market.
2. What happened to Franka when she was doing her job badly? How did the
competitive market influence her decisions?
3. Which idea helped Franka's business, and what did she do?
4. Explain the position of the company Franka and Ana's Hair Antics on the market.
5. Describe the influence of the competitive market on the course of Franka's
activities from initial failure to final success.

ICT reference sources
http://tinyurl.com/jwclf5q
http://tinyurl.com/c8w9n33

Time needed to cover lesson aims
two school periods (double period)

Teaching methods and strategies
oral presentation, heuristic teaching (based on developmental dialogue encouraging
students to apply previous knowledge and experiences to discover new content), data
collection, text work, chart drawing, data analysis

• When done answering their question, each student passes their worksheet to the
student next to them, who adds information to the answer. Thus all questions make
the round of the group from student to student. Each student answers all of the
questions by complementing previous answers with their own thoughts. Finally, the
group representative presents the answers. (30 mins.)
Fifth step

Oblik rada

Teacher explains the following terms: competition, monopolistic competition, and
monopoly, while writing parallel characteristics of each term into the table

group work, individual work

Key words
competition, monopoly, monopolistic competition, free market, price, supply, demand,
market equilibrium, law of supply and demand



Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step
Teacher announces the lesson topic, asks about the key issue, and lets the students
comment on Say's market law. Teacher elicits the terms market, supply, demand, and
price onto the board and their interconnection. (10 mins.)

competition

monopolistic competition

monopoly

• large number
of buyers and
suppliers

• based on product
differentiation, one
entrepreneur stands out
on the market, sets prices,
and dominates, while small
competitors are pushed into
the smaller segment of the
market

• there is only one supplier
of goods on the market (no
competition) containing many
buyers
• prices and other buying
conditions are set by the
supplier

• price set
according to
the law of
supply and
demand

Second step

Teacher then points students to the corresponding text in the textbook that will
facilitate highlighting comparisons. (10 mins.)

Teacher explains the law of supply and demand in theory and through an example of the
teacher's choosing. (10 mins.)

Sixth step
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While introducing characteristic types of markets, teacher stresses that a fully
competitive market is actually a market in equilibrium, illustrating it graphically, and
explaining the S and D curves.
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Through dialogue, students are invited to think about the dynamics of market trends
and the constant incursions into the old market equilibrium to set up a new one.
(10 mins.)
Seventh step
Students discuss market dynamics and, with the teacher's help, list the most common
advantages and disadvantages of free market activities (textbook diagram). (10 mins.)

Successful Entrepreneur's
Efficacy

Eighth step
Working individually, students write down the answer to the following question: How
does a free market work in market economy conditions? In lieu of a written answer,
students can draw a comic, mental map, or use some other form of their own choosing.
(5 mins.)



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

1. Explain Say's market law.
2. State and explain the downsides of a monopoly.
3. State and explain the characteristics of a free market

• Find and describe examples of competition, monopoly, and monopolistic competition
in the town or region you live in.

Key issue
Who is a successful entrepreneur, and how can their efficacy be determined?

Learning goals
The aim of this education is to train students to be able to recognize the importance
of entrepreneurial work organization based on labor division and specialization,
and to recognize and understand effective entrepreneurial action on the basis of the
entrepreneur's traits or efficacy indicators.

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to explain the term 'entrepreneurial efficacy,' and to understand
the difference between productivity and economy.
• Students will be able to independently calculate economy and productivity indicators.
• Students will be able to recognize the significance of labor division and specialization
in effective entrepreneurial action.
• Students will develop the ability to make conclusions based on calculating
entrepreneurial efficacy indicators, and examples of labor division and specialization;
they will develop the ability to spot good and bad efficacy results, and see the
consequences thereof.
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Necessary equipment

entrepreneurial traits, with the group spokesperson highlighting the three most
important traits (as determined by the group) and writing them down on the poster
paper with an explanation. (20 mins.)

Entrepreneurship textbook, Calculating Efficacy Indicators worksheets, Traits of a
Successful Entrepreneur worksheets, poster-paper, writing and calculation equipment,
board and color chalk

Third step

it is possible to study:

Students have a new task: read the example of the two shoemakers from the textbook,
and answer the question below it orally. Open class feedback on the students' answers.
(5 mins.)

http://tinyurl.com/oh2bdst

Fourth step

http://tinyurl.com/lykec24

Time needed to cover lesson aims

Teacher introduces the following terms: efficacy, economy, and productivity. Teacher
draws a diagram on the board connecting the terms that are being explained (textbook
diagram). (15 mins.)

two school periods (double period)

Fifth step

Teaching methods and strategies

Students work individually on the task from the textbook related to calculating
productivity and economy indicators. After that, teacher elicits their conclusions
through a discussion based on questions located below the tasks in the textbook.
(20 mins.)

ICT reference sources

oral presentation, discussion, written assignments

Student interactions



individual work, group work

Sixth step

Key words

Students' discussion also serves as introduction for the terms 'labor division' and
'specialization' as the bases of well-organized work and effective entrepreneurial action.

efficacy, productivity, economy, labor division and specialization

Teacher uses a simple example (e.g. from the textbook) to elicit students' own
recognition and description of labor division and specialization in their environment.

Lesson procedures

(10 mins.)

1. i Second lesson

Sedmi korak

First step

At the end of the lesson teacher sets a task that students will begin to work on
during the lesson, and complete as homework. The task is to describe a successful
entrepreneur's activities with regards to their traits, efficacy indicators, and the
importance of labor division and specialization in their activities. (15 mins.)

Teacher announces the lesson topic, and uses B. Kotruljević's thought Happiness does
not enter into a madhouse, and if it does, it is short-lived as a motivational intro.
Students are then invited to ponder the fact that success does not come of its own to
entrepreneurs, but is the result of hard work and persistence. (5 mins.)
Second step
Students are divided into groups of 5 and decide on a group spokesperson. Teacher
instructs the students according to the following rules:
• Each group member receives a Traits of a Successful Entrepreneur worksheet found in
the textbook.
• While students work on the worksheets individually, teacher prepares a poster paper
for students to write chosen entrepreneurial traits on, and thus create the class poster
Traits of a Successful Entrepreneur. Poster paper is glued onto the board.
• Based on their worksheets, students discuss within their groups how they ranked
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Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

1. Explain efficacy, economy, and productivity.
2. How do labor division and specialization influence productivity? Give examples of
good and negative practice.

• Research and prepare a presentation on one successful Croatian entrepreneur's
activities. Determine the criteria for successfulness yourself. In one of the next
lessons, compare and discuss your work with the other students.a.

Product Placement on the
Market

Necessary equipment
tables arranged as "islands" (for students to divide into groups of 4-6), laptop with
Internet access, overhead projector, flipchart, poster papers, color markers, poster glue
(scotch-tape or crepe-paper), scissors, board and color chalk

ICT reference sources
• www.cromar.hr

Time needed to cover lesson aims
two school periods (double period)

Teaching methods and strategies
presentation, discussion, ERR, poster design, demonstration, documentation method

Student interactions
individual work, group work, pair work, frontal teaching

Key words
marketing conception, marketing-oriented company, marketing mix, 4P (product, price,
placement, promotion), market survey, market segmentation, target segment

Key issue
What is the role of market segmentation strategy in product placement on the market?

Learning goals



Lesson procedures
First and second lesson
First step

The goal of this education is to train students to be able to illustrate the process of
market segmentation strategy with a view to placing the product successfully on the
market.

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to determine market opportunities and create a questionnaire
with a combination of open- and closed-ended questions, to independently segment
a market according to specific criteria, to choose a target market via market network,
to position a product or service according to elements preferred by consumers, and to
create the best possible combination of elements for a marketing mix.
• Students will develop presentation skills, precision and accuracy in shaping their
thoughts (in written and spoken communication) when presenting their solutions
related to market segmentation strategy; they will be able to recognize their own
needs and expectations, to develop the skill of respecting their co-workers' needs and
expectations, and acknowledging common results; they will develop research abilities
for the purpose of selecting correct information (authenticity and credibility).
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Students are divided into groups of 4-6 and given worksheets with several products
on them, e.g. toothpaste, Mercedes car, facial cream. Students have to state the need
satisfied by using each of these products. Teacher announces lesson topic and aims.
(10 mins.)
Second step
Teacher explains the role of a marketing-oriented company, the purpose of a marketing
conception, and the workings of a marketing mix. (15 mins.)
Third step
Teacher states the steps in the process of market segmentation strategy, and chooses a
product to be placed on the market together with the students. Each group is assigned a
task related to implementing a specific activity in the marketing segmentation strategy,
and given handouts with explanations of each activity within the strategy (each group
describes one activity). (10 mins.)
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Company Image

Fourth step
Students work in groups on their tasks. (24 minute)
Group one determines market opportunities, and researches consumer needs via
questionnaire composed of open- and closed-ended questions.
Group two implements the market segmentation according to specific criteria.
Group three selects the target market via market network.
Group four positions products or services according to criteria preferred by consumers,
and makes a decision about further steps.
Group five selects and describes the best possible combination of elements for a
marketing mix.
Each group presents their results via posters. (24 minute)
Sixth step



Double morality standards: A music school principal introduces dress code, then
publishes pictures of naked students.

Second article:

Fifth step



First article:

Mozilla in the public spotlight: Due to Mozilla CEO’s support ofthe bill to ban same
sex marriage in the federal state of California, and a donation of 1,000 dollars for
the cause, 70,000 people, including Mozilla employees, signed a petition to have the
man removed from his position, while the number of its users continues to drop due
to competition.

Based on their answers to the following questions: Is the market segment at which
the product is aimed big enough for the entrepreneur to achieve profitable production
levels?; Is there a need to widen it, or maybe to differentiate the product?, students are
led to a specific conclusion: in order for entrepreneurs to satisfy consumer needs, they
must always be ready for change. (7 mins.)

Key issue

Evaluation of learning outcomes

In what way can harmony between company integrity and company image, i.e. truthful,
clear, and persuasive marketing communication, influence the trust of certain segments
of the public, and thereby also the company's business results?

1. What are the steps in the process of market segmentation strategy? Explain each,
and why it is important.
2. What are the 4P? Explain each part of this division.

Learning goals

Everyday entrepreneurship

Learning outcomes

Find online an example of a successful and unsuccessful entrepreneur (entrepreneurial
organization) in Croatia or abroad, which due to changes in consumer demands was
ready to make changes in product placement on the market. Identify the specific
consumer demands in question, and describe the activities undertaken by the
entrepreneur. Make conclusions about the reasons for their success and failure,
respectively..

• Students will be able to recognize the influence of company representatives' behavior
on the creation of the company image, to independently create a company's visual
identity, slogan/motto, and to describe chosen promotional tools in the company's
marketing communication.
• Students will be able to choose elements of product positioning with relation to
consumer needs.
• Students will develop presentation skills, precision and accuracy in shaping their
thoughts (in written and spoken communication) when presenting their solutions
related to marketing communication, and research abilities for the purpose of
selecting correct information (authenticity and credibility).
• By using computers, students will develop the ability to use information technology.
• By working in groups, students will be inspired to togetherness and mutual tolerance,
and to the acceptance of socially useful values in the communication process.
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The goal of this education is to train students to be able to describe marketing
communication in the process of creating a positive company mage in the public.i.
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Necessary equipment

Third step

tables arranged as "islands" (for students to divide into groups of 4-6), laptop with
Internet access, overhead projector, flipchart, poster papers, color markers, poster glue
(scotch-tape or crepe-paper), scissors, board and color chalk

Teacher states the key elements of marketing communication in the process of creating a
positive company image: promotional message, promotional activities and tools, media,
visual identity, and organization positioning. . (5 mins.)

Time needed to cover lesson aims

Fourth step
Teacher selects products to be placed on the market. Each group is assigned a product
with the aim of implementing marketing communication in the process of creating a
positive company image, and given handouts with explanations of every marketing
communication element and instructions: promotional message/slogan, promotional
activities and tools, media, visual identity, and organization positioning. (5 mins.)

two school periods (double period)

Teaching methods and strategies
presentation, discussion, ERR, poster design, demonstration, documentation method;
case analysis

Student interactions

Students complete the task. (30 mins.)

individual work, group work, pair work, frontal teaching

Sixth step

Key words

Each group presents their results via posters. (30 mins.)

company/organization image, marketing communication, promotional message,
promotional tools, visual identity, organization positioning



Fifth step



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

Lesson procedures
First step
Students are divided into groups of 4-6, shown the titles of two articles (stated in the
textbook), and asked to determine what they have in common. Analysis of the titles
and cases leads the students to conclude that the behavior and beliefs of organization
representatives can significantly influence the creation of its image in the public. Teacher
announces the lesson topic and aims. (5 mins.)

1. How can harmony between company integrity and company image, i.e. truthful,
clear, and persuasive marketing communication, influence the trust of certain
segments of the public, and thereby also the company's business results?
2. To what degree is a positive public image important for a company's business?

Research online examples of Croatian or foreign companies which used spin in their
public relations, and observe the cases from a critical viewpoint.

Second step
Teacher explains the difference between image and integrity, saying that a positive business
image is a result of quality of relations toward the internal public (employees) which later
affect relations toward the external public. The external public are clients, business partners
(suppliers, distributors), financial institutions, the competition, media, local community,
and government institutions. Teacher stresses the importance of marketing communication
in the process of creating a positive company image, and explains that a positive image can
influence positive business results, such as consumer brand loyalty, sales stability, increased
productivity, lower employment and new employee training costs, et al. (15 mins.)
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Finances and Accounting

access, overhead projector, post-it papers, color images of balance sheets, PowerPoint
presentation of accounting changes

ICT reference sources
• http://tinyurl.com/qbwascj
• Regulation on the Structure and Contents of Annual Financial Statements.
http://tinyurl.com/qge3edkl

Time needed to cover lesson aims
four school periods (two double periods)

Teaching methods and strategies:
oral presentation, free writing, discussion

Student interactions
individual work, group work

Key words
balance sheet, profit and loss account, depreciation, income, expenses, profit, accounts
receivable, liabilities, assets

Key issue



Why does an entrepreneur need to understand figures

Learning goals
The goal of this education is to train students to be able to explain basic financial terms,
and to understand indicators of successfulness in entrepreneurial activities.

Learning outcomes
• Students will learn the meaning of the following terms: balance sheet, profit and loss
account, depreciation, income, expenses, profit, accounts receivable, liabilities, assets;
and will learn to think in more detail and in the right way of all the costs they face in
doing business (depreciation).
• Students will acquire the big picture about business.
• Students will be able to make certain conclusions about the successfulness of a given
company based on its financial reports.
• Students will understand how important finances are for a company, because a
company is run on the basis of what the figures show, which will raise students'
interest in finances.

Necessary equipment
tables arranged as "islands" (for students to divide into groups of 4-6), laptop with Internet
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Lesson procedures
1. i Second lesson
First step
Students' interest in the topic is raised by asking questions such as, why does an
entrepreneur need financial know-how? Who requires the entrepreneur to make
financial reports, and who are the users of these reports?
After answering these questions, students are asked the next one: If you have 10
products, how will you know which one makes you more money, which one less, and
which is creating losses? (10 mins.)
Second step
It is possible at this point to let the students read an article on a very successful
entrepreneur where it is apparent that business can be so ramified that the person
running the company cannot have direct insight into all segments of the business.
Students are given the following task: Many successful entrepreneurs and managers
running large companies have no idea who works for them nor how many shops they
have around the world, and yet they know how successful their business is. How do
they do it? Teacher elicits from students that it is possible to do it by reading financial
reports. (20 mins.)
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Third step

Third step

Each group of 4-6 students is assigned the same task: they need to reach a common
conclusion about what makes up a company's assets. They can write their answers
on paper provided to each group. Teacher then draws on the board a table with two
columns, writing ASSETS over one, and LIABILITIES over the over. The ASSETS column
is then divided into two parts: the upper part contains long-term assets, the lower shortterm assets.

It is recommended to choose a company the students find interesting, download its
financial reports from its website, and after projecting them for the students ask their
opinion on whether the company does well in business or not. Financial reports are
available at https://sudreg.pravosudje.hr. It is necessary to select a company via search
engine, and find the link to the financial report 'Pregledajte na stranicama RGFI-a' at the
bottom of the page. (30 mins.)

Students read their answers, and teacher writes them on post-it papers and sticks them
to the board. All students' answers should fall under the heading ASSETS, but if they
mention credits or loans, these should be written under LIABILITIES.

Fourth step
Students need to select a business event, such as machinery purchase, goods sales,
invoice payment, et al, and state in which financial reports this business event will be
visible. (15 mins.)

(15 mins.)
Fourth step
Teacher briefly explains what a balance sheet is and its purpose, and hands out color
images of balance sheets to students (textbook image). Teacher first explains the three
categories (marked in different colors), and then compares in detail the image of a
balance sheet handed out to students with their answers about assets up on the board.
In order to simplify balance sheet comparison with students' answers, the image of a
balance sheet can be projected from the computer. The key is for students to understand
the three categories of a balance sheet, and how they are kept in balance (A – L = E; see
textbook). (25 mins.)
Fifth step
Teacher explains the term 'depreciation' and why it is important. It is possible for
students to have difficulties understanding this concept, which will require a more
detailed explanation. In order for students to understand depreciation more easily,
teacher can create a slideshow interactively depicting costs by year according to the
depreciation table from the textbook. Additional advice for the teacher: since it is a
complex concept, it is necessary to check whether the students have understood it, so it
is a good idea to ask a few students to explain depreciation in their own words.
(20 mins.)



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

1. What is a balance sheet, and what is it comprised of?
2. What is a profit and loss account, and why is it important?
3. What is depreciation? What does it affect?

Students have to choose a company (can be their family company), find its financial
reports, and identify the following elements in them: income, expenses, profit, buyers'
accounts receivable, and depreciation. On the basis of this data, students have to
conclude whether the company does well in business or not.

Third lesson
First step
Teacher explains the term 'profit and loss account,' the importance of this financial
report, and asks the students to list any further costs a company might incur. It is
necessary to warn students to keep track of how much profit their company is making,
which information is interpreted from the profit and loss account. (25 mins.)
Second step
Teacher shows examples of profit and loss accounts and balance sheets via computer
presentation. The last slide depicts the end of the year, with calculated depreciation, and
assets and liabilities in balance. (20 mins.)
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Chapter Five
Entrepreneurial Skills

Organizational Skills:
Participative Leadership
Skills

Learning outcomes
• Students will be able to imitate the natural model of connection and action using
specific methods, processes, and tools; they will understand the process of "filtering"
collective intelligence, know-how, and experiences of all participants with the aim of
generating new conceptions and innovative solutions.
• Students will build the ability to listen with respect and focus, without judgment, and
will develop patience, openness, and acceptance of different approaches.
• Students will be able to distinguish between human labor guided by a purpose,
and work with a pre-determined goal; they will develop awareness of personal
responsibility as a pre-condition for implementing agreed-on actions for sustainable
solutions.

Necessary equipment
computer and projector for displaying the presentation, flipchart, color post-it papers,
color markers

ICT reference sources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.artofhosting.org
http://appreciativeinquiry.case.edu
http://www.openspaceworld.org
http://www.theworldcafe.com
http://www.peerspirit.com
http://www.quantum21.net
http://tinyurl.com/7ak6qyg
http://tinyurl.com/pfm9gmt

Time needed to cover lesson aims
Key issue

four school periods

Why is encouraging and leading key dialogues in a team becoming a significant
organizational competence?

Teaching methods and strategies
oral presentation, debate, video projections, group work

Learning goals
The goal of this education is to train students to be able to understand the significance
and application of participative leadership as an important competence in creating
sustainable solutions and inspiring changes on the individual and collective level, in
organizations, institutions, and communities; in the context of a complex modern
environment exposed to constant and quick changes, the focus of this education is to
develop skills which release the potential, creativity, and collective knowledge of all
participants, whereby connecting, cooperation, and inclusion allow people to more easily
and effectively face challenges, and achieve sustainable results for the benefit of the
whole.
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Key words
participative leadership, collective intelligence, stakeholders, Art of Hosting,
collaborative social methods
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Lesson procedures

knowledge and experiences to create common ideas. (5 mins.)

First lesson

Fourth step

First step
Intro to the topic based on a discussion about the concept of organization as a living
organism, and commenting several images dealing with the connection of organizations
and systems in nature. (10 mins.)
Second step
Teacher explains the concept of organizations as living organisms: the rationality and
mechanical approach, the control and predictability of the old model vs. cooperation and
relationship building with the aim of changing and creating sustainable solutions on the
individual and collective level. (10 mins.)

Teacher compares the notions of authority and leadership. Students discuss the
difference between traditional leadership, and leadership based on people's belief in the
leader's vision, as well as participative leadership where both vision and responsibility
for results are shared. The discussion allows students to understand why methods
of control, planning, and analysis no longer secure expected results. Students notice
reasons why in the complex environment of constant and quick changes, leaders need to
serve the community. They also notice that organizations, like living organisms, have the
ability to self-organize by gathering people and using their intelligence and creativity to
find innovative and sustainable solutions. (25 mins.)

Third lesson

Third step

First step

Teacher explains the difference between chairing meetings and leading key, meaningful
conversations; which is important in relationship development, empowerment of
affiliation, and encouragement of connections between people who work together.

Teacher explains participative leadership, its basic characteristics and useful practical
applications. (5 mins.)

Introduction of the topic via Margaret Wheatley's quote on conversation as the oldest
and easiest way of cultivating conditions for change on an individual, organizational,
and global level. (5 mins.)

Students are introduced to the significant characteristics of AoH (Art of Hosting)
methods which facilitate working with people, teams or groups of different sizes, and
consider specific examples from practice. (30 mins.)

Fourth step

Third step

Učenici uspoređuju klasični format sastanka s odgovorima na prethodno postavljena
pitanja koja se odnose na kvalitetno vođenje razgovora i uvjeta koji to omogućuju.
(10 mins.)

Practical examples allow students to realize that the agent of change is asking the
right question, as questions focus attention, intent, and energy. Through a discussion
students find characteristics of good questions, while the teacher mentions Einstein's
attitude on the importance of questions in finding answers. (10 mins.)

Fifth step
In open class discussion students detect the basic elements of leading key dialogues
together, such as collective intelligence, inclusion of all participants in common learning,
and broaching important subjects by detecting a common need and purpose. (10 mins.)

Second step

Fourth lesson
First step

Second lesson

Students watch the video on Appreciative Inquiry method, and notice the tangible
application of a positive lens in observing the future. (10 mins.)

First step

Second step

Teacher announces the topic Collective intelligence – sustainable solutions and
innovations on the basis of the wisdom of crowds. (3 mins.)

Students imitate the application of affirmative questioning
Questions:

Second step
Student watch a video clip and discuss it. (12 mins.)
Third step
Students consider the power of potential of collective intelligence for the welfare of
communities and organizations. Students conclude that organizations and communities
can and should use existing potential. Students notice potential benefits from sharing
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Recall an example of motivational teamwork on an issue that matters to you.
How did you feel working this way?
What made up the environment which allowed it?
Which parts of your best potential were stimulated by such work?

With the first two questions, students work in pairs interviewing each other, after
which they divide into teams of 4 to 6 students, and answer questions 3 and 4. It is
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important that students sit in a circle and share their individual insights from the
interviews by drawing them, creating a diagram or symbolically depicting them on a
big common flipchart paper. When all teams complete their tasks, each team presents
their insights regarding teamwork. This is the way to approach every important issue
in an organization. It is important for students to understand that every organization
and community can address problems/challenges through a positive lens. The focus is
on what works and what is good, and then using common insights regarding conditions
in the environment to discuss ways of applying these insights on other aspects/areas of
business/action. (35 mins.)



Evaluation of learning outcomes



Everyday entrepreneurship

Building Intercultural
Competencies

Revision questions at the end of the topic in the textbook

• Students are taking part in the creation of a strategic plan for the development of their
city. They should consider ways in which they could use the potential, experience, and
know-how of their fellow citizens. The task is to determine which people should be
invited, and which questions need to be asked in order to reach a mutual solution for
the greater good. Students divide into teams, and consider which of the collaborative
social technologies would be most appropriate for their project, and explain their
choice. They need help in understanding the difference between specific methods, and
their advantages and disadvantages with regard to the specific goal of the project, or
the number of people involved. Working in teams, students also think about ways
in which to pose questions that open up new insights and develop deeper insights,
results, and actions.
• It is possible to set a different topic, such as designing a school for encouraging social
responsibility of the digital generation, or planning a specific event or initiative
(decreasing violence, active citizenship, et al). The tasks remain the same, and the goal
is for students to practice thinking through the prism of cooperation and community
inclusion with the aim of creating sustainable solutions for the greater good.
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Key issue
Why is building intercultural competences and overcoming cultural obstacles one of the
leading roadblocks for business and entrepreneurial success in the diverse markets?

Learning goals
The goal of this education is to use workshops to introduce students to the fundamental
know-how and skills which can be used in various intercultural situations; to increase
their understanding of the importance of continuous improvement of intercultural
competences within multilingual and multicultural aspects of Europe and other global
regions. In order to develop and enhance their communication skills with people
from different racial, ethnic and cultural backgrounds, students will learn to identify
cultural variables that appear in communication. By appreciating and understanding
different cultural perspectives and values, they will develop the ability to analyze and
understand the cultures with which they will have contact, as well as to identify and
deal with stereotypes. They will learn that their ability to deal constructively with
cultural diversity largely depends on intercultural know-how and skills, but also on their
positive attitude towards intercultural situations. Through the pedagogical concept of
experiential learning used in this workshop, students learn from personal involvement
and experimenting with changing situations/roles.
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Learning outcomes
• Students will understand the importance of intercultural competence and continuous
improvement of cultural know-how within multilingual and multicultural aspects
of the globalized world; they will learn to identify cultural variables that appear in
communication, and they will develop the ability to analyze and understand the
cultures with which they come into contact.
• Students will identify and apply Hall’s low and high context cultures as a method of
learning about communication differences and similarities between cultures.
• Students will develop analytic skills by analyzing intercultural interaction episodes,
and will also increase their ability to gather and objectively evaluate information about
a culture.

First lesson
First step
The workshop begins with several slides containing images of different cultures around
the globe. One the basis of Murdock’s' cultural universals, students discuss cultural
similarities and differences as well as visible and invisible elements of culture. Students
watch a short video clip on the Iceberg Model of Culture (available at http://tinyurl.
com/qdyjmg9). The focus of the opening discussion rests on conclusions on why it is
necessary to study cultural characteristics and build intercultural competence.
(20 mins.)
Second step

Necessary equipment
projector, flip chart, laptop with Internet access, 2-3 mugs and 2-3 bowls (for simulation)

ICT reference sources
•
•
•
•
•
•



Lesson procedures

http://tinyurl.com/o6s5344
http://tinyurl.com/pdw7dgx
http://tinyurl.com/bvmtc9k
http://tinyurl.com/pw2us5g
http://tinyurl.com/ptf9cvh
Hofstedeove kulturne dimenzije:
http://www.geert-hofstede.com

This section of the workshop begins with reading and discussing the story The Blind
Man and the Elephant (http://tinyurl.com/ofkpo6g). Students focus on cultural
perceptions, identify elements of culture, and detect what is culture and what is not.
Characteristics and definitions of culture are further discussed. (25 mins.)

Second and third lesson
First step

Time needed to cover lesson aims

Students learn about the link between language and culture. They are introduced
to E. Hall's high and low context cultures, and how they produce high or low
context communication (watch the video available at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8tIUilYX56E). Students are also exposed to different types of values, and work
in teams grouped as Western and Non-western sets. (25 mins.)

five school periods

Second step

Teaching methods and strategies

Student interactions

As an introduction to the meaning of empathy, stereotypes and cultural sensitivity,
students play the famous Albatross simulation game (available at Albatross-A
Simulation Exercise_Condensed.doc). After the game issues such as cultural perceptions
and cultural know-how are discussed. Special attention is given to our “cultural baggage”
and how it affects our prejudices. Culture shock is also discussed, and ways to minimize
it. (50 mins.)

individual work, pair work, group work

Third step

Key words

Through practical examples and cross-cultural stories, students are introduced to the
importance of cultural sensitivity, and having a positive attitude and curiosity towards
other cultures. The elements of Albatross simulation game are revisited in order to give
these concepts additional meaning. (15 mins.)

dialogue, simulation, data analysis, viewing and commenting on video materials,
discussion, oral presentation, guided reading

intercultural competence, stereotypes, ethnocentrism, cultural relativism, culture shock,
Hall's low and high context communication, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions
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Communication Skills:
The Art of Public Speaking

Fourth lesson
First step
Teacher announces the topic: What are cultural sensitivity, stereotyping, and
ethnocentrism. (5 mins.)
Second step
Stereotyping is specially addressed, and students are provided with practical examples
of stereotypes. They discuss how and why stereotypes can sometimes be harmful but
sometimes also useful. Students are also introduced to Sumner's text on Cultural
reasons for human behavior with questions on ethnocentrism and cultural relativism
(Sumner, 2010). (40 mins.)

Fifth lesson
First step
Students are introduced to the concept of cultural dimensions created by Geert
Hofstede. Besides comparing cultures according to the specific cultural dimension
observed, students analyze their practical effect on the behaviors, norms, and
communication in different cultures. (20 mins.)
Second step
Students divide into smaller groups, and independently research and compare the
relative scores of cultures listed on Hofstede's official website. Each team presents their
analysis. (25 mins.)

Key issue



Evaluation of learning outcomes

What does good public speaking consist of?

Revision questions at the end of the topic in the textbook.

Learning goals



Everyday entrepreneurship
Students read a set of short case studies on miscommunication in multicultural teams
and the difference between high and low context communication styles, and then
answer the questions after each case study. The focus of this exercise is on building our
own ability of intercultural dialogue by increasing our awareness of how culture affects
decision making, expectations, and problem solving. Discussion can be focused on the
practical value of being culturally open and more appreciative of diversity, as well as on
ways of gathering and objectively evaluating information about culture.
http://tinyurl.com/ox8dvwu/
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The goal of this education is to apply guidelines for successful public speaking –
designing a verbal presentation on a given topic via group work (with support, ideas,
and feedback from members) within a set time limit; to practice teamwork and role
assignment in the team in accordance with members' traits, to develop presentation
skills based on one's own experiences with presentations, and to receive feedback from
the groups.

Learning outcomes
1. Students will be able to distinguish the characteristics of good and bad public
presentations, to identify all elements needed to prepare a successful presentation,
and to recognize the importance of a structured design of presentation content;
they will be able to recognize the importance and optimal way of rehearsing a
presentation.
2. Students will be able to adequately design visual communication tools, and use them
efficiently in their presentations, and thus develop their IT skills; they will be able
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to establish good rapport with the audience during the presentation, and develop
teamwork skills by working in groups.
3. Students will be able to control their fear of public speaking, and by analyzing
presentations they will develop critical thinking skills, and be able to give
constructive feedback; by working in groups, students will develop tolerance, and
notice the advantages of teamwork.

4. Necessary equipment

Students work individually to write answers on the worksheet. Teacher evaluates the
students' work and gives them feedback about their success. (15 mins.)

Third and fourth lesson
First step

computer, students' laptops and projector, PowerPoint presentation Feedback,
questionnaire with 10 questions about public speaking skills for the students, table
protocol for evaluating presentations (attached), stopwatch

Time needed to cover lesson aims

Students are divided into 5 groups and presented with the lesson activities: experiential
exercise in preparing and delivering a public presentation. Each group works as a team. It
is important that each group member actively participates in the task.
Students are handed presentation evaluation protocols. (10 mins.)

four school periods (two for teacher's interactive lecture, and two for students'
experiential practice)

Second step

Teaching methods and strategies
brainstorming, oral presentation – interactive lecture, discussion, writing skills (solving
tasks and filling out questionnaire), analysis

Student interactions
individual work, work in small groups (experiential learning)

Key words
public speaking



After the interactive lecture, teacher announces the evaluations. Each student receives a
worksheet with questions regarding the art of public speaking.

Lesson procedures

Teacher explains the task, work methods, and sets a time limit. The task is for students
to agree as a group on how the school subject Entrepreneurship could be presented to
secondary grammar school students who know nothing about it. The presentation may
be no longer than 5 minutes, it should be interesting and clear, and it should contain
as many different successful presentation techniques the students learned about in the
teacher's lecture as possible. Students can choose their own presentation goals. One goal
of the presentation can be giving the audience as much information about the subject as
possible. Some students may decide to motivate the audience to enroll in the course, and
some may choose to entertain them. Besides coming up with the content of the verbal
part of the presentation, it is also the team's task to design the best visual support for
the presentation. All group members need to actively participate in the design of the
presentation. (35 mins.)
Third step

First and second lesson
First step
At the beginning of the lesson, teacher starts the discussion with students by asking
them they key question: What does good public speaking consist of? Students
brainstorm the answers, and teacher writes them on the board. Teacher announces the
lesson topic and aims, and form of evaluation after the lecture. (15 mins.)

Each group should select a spokesperson. They will present their group's proposal to
the teacher and other students. The spokesperson for each group presents via prepared
slides, while the others listen carefully and monitor the way of presenting. Teacher keeps
track of the presentations' duration. (30 mins.)
Fourth step

Second step

All students evaluate the speakers and the digital presentations.

Teacher gives an interactive lecture on the topic The Art of Public Speaking with
a PowerPoint presentation. The computer presentation contains a part about the
importance of the audience giving feedback after the presentation. (60 mins.)

Teacher asks each speaker after their presentation how they felt, how satisfied they
are, and what they would change if they could do it again. Students give feedback to
the speaker based on their evaluations of the presentation. Feedback is adapted to the
"Feedback" worksheet given to the students, and whose contents they should have
familiarized themselves with. Teacher also gives feedback on the presentations according

Third step
Evaluation of learning outcomes:

to correct feedback rule. (15 mins.)
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Evaluation of learning outcomes

In the school and work environment we are often in a position to criticize someone's
work. Our professional role is to correct the way a student does something. A person will
most easily accept criticism if it is delivered in the form of feedback combining support
and pointing to downsides. Such feedback reduces the probability of resistance from the
other person, and thereby increases the probability of a change in behavior.

• What are the characteristics of a good public presentation?
• According to which elements can you assess the successfulness of a public
presentation?
• What is the most efficient way of giving feedback?

Supportive feedback consists of three parts, and has the following structure:
I. PRAISE

Everyday entrepreneurship

• Students need to monitor the TV program for seven days, and choose a presentation
to evaluate according to correct feedback rules. Their task is to single out the positive
and negative aspects of the chosen presentation, and to suggest changes which might
improve it.

Attachment 1. Presentation Evaluation Protocol

When saying what you did not like, be very specific, and stress that this is your
impression.

Presentation Evaluation Protocol
respecting allotted presentation time
adequate use of voice (volume, rhythm)
non-verbal behavior (look, facial expression, gesticulation,
attitude)
4. audience rapport (asking questions, treating the audience as
equals)
5. presentation structure (topic and sequence clarity)
6. presentation content (arguments, evidence, examples)
7. quality of introduction (short, claims attention)
8. quality of conclusion (highlighted message, impressiveness)
9. appearance and volume of PowerPoint presentation (legibility,
appropriate text length on slide, appropriate number of slides, key
content elements, not all of them)
10. autonomy and persuasiveness (doesn't read off slides, says more
than slides do, leaves impression of believing in what he/she says,
not talking by rote)

There is no need to list all the details, just a few of them. The important things is to be as
specific as possible so the person can know EXACTLY what they did right. Expressions
such as, "Great job!" "It was great," and "I liked all of it" are not useful because they do
not say what exactly in all that was good.
II. NEGATIVE CRITICISM/question

First and Last Name: ________________________________________________

1.
2.
3.

Start with the positive: a specific detail you liked (this is the good thing you want the
person to retain in their behavior).

-

+/- +
+/- +
+/- +

-

+/- +

-

+/+/+/+/+/-

-

+/- +

+
+
+
+
+

The criticism can be substituted by a question asking for clarification or checking your
impression.
Here it is also important to be as specific as possible so the person can know EXACTLY
what to change. It is especially important to formulate the criticism in a way that makes
it clear this is only our impression. Namely, what we did not like, somebody else might
have liked very well. Emphasizing that it is our impression is the key factor in reducing
the probability of resistance in the person to whom the criticism was addressed.
III. SUGGESTION
A suggestion for improvement should be formulates as a so-called I-message:
If I were in that situation....
An I-message normally encourages cooperation, and leaves space for others to take
responsibility for their behavior, and make an independent decision whether or not
to accept our criticism. You-messages (e.g. You should...) send out the message that
we know what is best for the other person, create resistance, and reduce readiness to
cooperate, so they should be avoided. This is an integral part of good feedback, as people
very often do something wrong only because they do not know any better, so a specific
suggestion on how they should change their behavior is the most useful option.

Attachment 2. Feedback

FEEDBACK
Feedback shows how the message was interpreted and accepted by the recipients, how
they were affected by it, and it can manifest in many different forms – from a smile or
frown, nodding, to verbal reactions or changes in behavior.
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